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Abstract : In the era of globalization and openness informational. Anyone who thinks about innovation in the earth population
in Islam in our contemporary reality, he will find that it is not destined to its civilized extension to last. The purpose of the
research is a trial to reach a realistic vision for creative, innovative and intellectual thought for the earth population in Islam as
an instrument to Confrontation and observe the changes that have affected in the architecture of the land during different eras.
Through knowing the controls of the ruling legitimacy(that served as definitions and laws which formulate its features) and
using customs, traditions, and conventions as a telescope for the earth population in Islam, It explained the impact of them on
features of creative formation for the architecture of the land in our contemporary reality. The study shows a modern vision to
identify innovation in the earth population in Islam. As well as reformulating its mental image and monitoring its changes in
Islamic heritage cities. This will be done through a two main branches: firstly, set forth a theory represented in studying
creative concepts which formulate the population of the earth in Islam. Such as initiative and responsibility for reviving the
dead land, the lane [alley] as formation unit and social solidarity,… Etc.. The second branch is preparing a practical, critical
vision for innovative conceptual thought for the architecture of the land of Islam, through studying the development of a
traditional Islamic city., The conceptual thought of making the birth festival ["Al-Refaee"] and its emulation for governing roles
in the traditional city building. The research concludes The necessity of forming the suggested a creative vision for identifying
how to re-form the conceptual for our contemporary population of the earth. It poses an important question which is how to
return to creativity in the architecture of the land of Islam in our built environments.
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